
Functional Performance of Gadolinium 
Zirconate/Yttria Stabilized Zirconia Multi-
Layered Thermal Barrier Coatings
Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are used in the hot sections of a gas turbine engine. 
The primary role of a TBC is to provide thermal insulation to the underlying metallic 
components and help them to operate at high temperatures. In terms of the engine 
performance, the thermal conductivity and thermal cyclic lifetime of the TBC is of prime 
importance. A low thermal conductivity and high thermal cyclic lifetime of a TBC is highly 
desirable as it can help in manufacturing efficient engines.
The focus of this work has been to develop TBCs which can provide low thermal 
conductivity and high thermal cyclic lifetime at high temperatures by suspension plasma 
spray process. It was demonstrated that using multi-layered TBCs of new ceramic material 
based compositions such as Gadolinium Zirconate as the top layer and Yttria Stabilised 
Zirconia as the intermediate layer can lower the thermal conductivity and improve the 
thermal cyclic lifetime of TBCs. Additionally, it was also shown that suspension plasma 
spray is a promising spray technique in producing the feasible columnar microstructure.
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Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning  

Nyckelord: Erosionsbeständighet; Gadolinium Zirkoniumoxid; Plasmasprutning, 
Suspension; Termisk Utmattning; Värmebarriärbeläggningar; 
Värmeledningsförmåga; Yttriumstabiliserad Zirkoniumdioxid 

Yttriumoxidstabiliserad zirkoniumdioxid (YSZ) är det material som används 
industriellt idag som värmeisolerande keramisk beläggning i gasturbiner. En 
önskan att uppnå en högre verkningsgrad i gasturbinen gör att YSZ behöver 
ersättas med ett nytt material eftersom detta förutsätter en högre 
inloppstemperatur. Över 1200°C, har YSZ begränsningar som dålig fasstabilitet, 
hög sintringshastighet och känslighet för CMAS (calcium magnesium 
aluminiumoxidsilikat). Bland de nya materialen är gadolinium-zirkoniumoxid 
(GZ) ett intressant alternativ eftersom detta material har visat sig ha flera 
attraktiva egenskaper inklusive en ökad resistens mot CMAS. Dock har GZ en 
dålig kompatibilitet med en oxid som bildas under gasturbinens drift varför en 
flerskiktsbeläggning bestående av både GZ och YSZ är intressant. 

Detta arbete presenterar en ny metod för produktion av sådana 
flerskiktbeläggningar. Tekniken som tillämpas är suspensionsplasmasprutning 
(SPS). Funktionella egenskaper för flera olika flerskiktbeläggningar jämförs med 
en YSZ beläggning som även sprutats med SPS.  

Det primära syftet med studien var att jämföra värmeledningsförmåga och 
termisk utmattningslivslängd av GZ/YSZ flerskiktbeläggningar med YSZ 
beläggningar. Värmeledningsförmågan jämfördes i temperaturintervallet 25 till 
1190° C och det visade sig att flerskiktbeläggningarna hade en önskad lägre 
värmeledningsförmåga. Även utmattningslivslängden var bättre hos GZ/YSZ 
flerskiktbeläggningarna vid alla testtemperaturer. Det andra syftet med studien var 
att undersöka och jämföra de olika beläggningarnas oxidations och 
erosionsegenskaper. De GZ baserade flerskiktsbeläggningarna påvisade en 
önskvärt långsammare oxidation emedan erosionsbeständigheten var sämre. 

Arbetet visar att GZ är ett lovande framtida material i gasturbiner och att SPS är 
en lovande metod för att skapa denna typ av beläggningar. 
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Abstract 

Title: Functional Performance of Gadolinium Zirconate/Yttria Stabilized 
Zirconia Multi-Layered Thermal Barrier Coatings 

Keywords: Erosion; Gadolinium Zirconate; Suspension Plasma Spray; Thermal 
Barrier Coatings; Thermal Cyclic Test; Thermal Conductivity; Yttria Stabilized 
Zirconia 

Yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) is the state of the art ceramic top coat material 
used for TBC applications. The desire to achieve a higher engine efficiency of a 
gas turbine engine by increasing the turbine inlet temperature has pushed YSZ to 
its upper limit. Above 1200°C, issues such as poor phase stability, high sintering 
rates, and susceptibility to CMAS (calcium magnesium alumino silicates) 
degradation have been reported for YSZ based TBCs. Among the new materials, 
gadolinium zirconate (GZ) is an interesting alternative since it has shown 
attractive properties including resistance to CMAS attack. However, GZ has a 
poor thermo-chemical compatibility with the thermally grown oxide leading to 
poor thermal cyclic performance of GZ TBCs and that is why a multi-layered 
coating design seems feasible.  

This work presents a new approach of depositing GZ/YSZ multi-layered TBCs 
by the suspension plasma spray (SPS) process. Single layer YSZ TBCs were also 
deposited by SPS and used as a reference.  

The primary aim of the work was to compare the thermal conductivity and 
thermal cyclic life of the two coating designs. Thermal diffusivity of the YSZ 
single layer and GZ based multi-layered TBCs was measured using laser flash 
analysis (LFA). Thermal cyclic life of as sprayed coatings was evaluated at 1100°C, 
1200°C and 1300°C respectively. It was shown that GZ based multi-layered TBCs 
had a lower thermal conductivity and higher thermal cyclic life compared to the 
single layer YSZ at all test temperatures.  

The second aim was to investigate the isothermal oxidation behaviour and erosion 
resistance of the two coating designs. The as sprayed TBCs were subjected to 
isothermal oxidation test at 1150°C. The GZ based multi-layered TBCs showed 
a lower weight gain than the single layer YSZ TBC. However, in the erosion test, 
the GZ based TBCs showed lower erosion resistance compared to the YSZ single 
layer TBC.  

In this work, it was shown that SPS is a promising production technique and that 
GZ is a promising material for TBCs.  
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1 Introduction 

In this section, a brief outline of the thesis is presented which includes the current 
state of the art materials, challenges, industrial objective, research questions along 
with the scope and limitations of this work. 

1.1 Thesis Outline 

The thesis is divided into nine parts and the topics covered in each chapter are 
briefly described below. 

Chapter 1 discusses the current challenges faced by the gas turbine industry which 
includes the material property requirements and desirable TBC deposition 
process capabilities. The industrial objectives and research questions formulated 
in this work to address the current challenges are presented. Additionally, the 
scope and limitations of this work are discussed.  

Chapter 2 presents a detailed background information on the basics of thermal 
barrier coatings (TBCs), their characteristics including their processing routes. 
The standard material (ceramics) used as top coat in TBCs and its drawbacks 
along with the potential alternative ceramic materials which can replace the 
standard material are discussed. 

Chapter 3 presents the different high temperature (>1200°C) challenges 
encountered by the TBCs and how these challenges influence the TBC’s 
performance during the service life. Each challenge along with the factors which 
influence the TBC’s performance are discussed. CMAS (calcium magnesium 
alumino silicates) degradation of the TBCs and sintering resistance of the TBCs 
have not been studied in this research. However, these challenges are briefly 
presented in the chapter for the sake of completeness.  

Chapter 4 describes characterization techniques used in this study such as thermo-
mechanical tests, thermo-physical tests, oxidation test and erosion test to evaluate 
the functional performance of TBCs.  

Chapter 5 discusses the concept of multi-layered TBCs for high temperature 
applications. The TBC architectures investigated so far in the literature and the 
new TBC architecture proposed in this work which is aimed at improving the 
functional performance at high temperatures are presented. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Chapter 6 presents the results obtained in this work. These results present the 
answers to the research questions. 

Chapter 7 presents the summary of each paper included in this work and Chapter 
8 presents the conclusions which can be drawn from this work.  

Chapter 9 discusses the future work planned which includes both spray plan and 
the characterization to be performed on the sprayed TBCs.  

1.2 Suspension Plasma Sprayed Gadolinium 
Zirconate (GZ) as an Interesting Candidate for 
High Temperature TBCs 

Yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) is the standard ceramic material used as a top coat 
for TBC applications due to its low thermal conductivity, phase stability in the 
working temperature range of 25 to 1200°C, and high fracture toughness. The gas 
turbine industry has been evolving every year with the desire to achieve higher 
engine efficiency. The efficiency of a gas turbine engine can be increased by 
increasing the gas inlet temperature [1-3]. However, above 1200°C, the current 
state of the art material YSZ is susceptible to CMAS attack, high sintering rate 
and a phase transformation which limit the use of YSZ at these high temepartures 
[4-8]. Hence, there is a need to find another ceramic material which is capable of 
overcoming the limitations of YSZ without compromising with other important 
properties. 

Gadolinium zirconate (GZ) is a promising new ceramic material for TBC 
applications which might have the potential to replace YSZ due to its excellent 
phase stability, low thermal conducutivity, high sintering resistance and good 
CMAS attack resistance [7-12]. However, GZ has poor thermo-chemical 
compatability with the thermally grown oxide (TGO) that grows during service 
which will result in poor thermal cyclic life of GZ TBCs [13-14]. Therefore, a 
double layer TBC (GZ/YSZ) with YSZ as the intermediate layer and GZ as the 
top ceramic layer is of interest [14-16]. 

Atmospheric Plasma Spray (APS) is a widely used TBC processing route by the 
gas turbine industry. It offers several benefits such as high deposition rate and 
significantly lower production cost compared to Electron Beam Physical Vapor 
Depositon process (EB-PVD) which is the alternative procesing route for TBCs. 
However, with APS process, it becomes very difficult to deposit small powder 
sizes i.e. less than 10 µm. in diameter. Suspension plasma spray (SPS), which is a 
modification of the APS process, makes it possible to spray a very small powder 
sizes, i.e. nano sized. It has been shown that use of small sized powder particles 
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can improve the sintering resistance of the TBC [17]. Additionally, it has been 
reported that a small scale feedtock can enhance the thermal shock resistance of 
the TBC [18-19]. By using a small powder size it has also been shown that it is 
possible to create a columnar microstructure in the TBC which has been shown 
desirable for improvement of the thermal cyclic performance [20-21]. Suspension 
plasma spray seems thus as an interesting spray technique enabling the spraying 
of small sized powder particles and it also presents the capability of generating 
columnar microstructures. Also, GZ seems as an interesting material for next 
generation TBCs.  

1.3 Industrial Objective  

The long-term objective of this research work is to utilise the SPS technique to 
produce a coating system that has a better functional performance at high 
temperatures (above 1200°C) than the state of the art coating material (YSZ) that 
is used in the gas-turbine industry today. The following properties are considered 
in the evaluation of functional performance:  

i. Thermal conductivity 
ii. Thermal cyclic fatigue life 
iii. Oxidation characteristics 
iv. Erosion resistance 

1.4 Research Question 

The objective of the work was achieved by finding answers to the research 
question: 

Is gadolinium zirconate (GZ) a suitable material and suspension plasma 
spraying (SPS) a suitable spray technique for high temperature (>1200°C) 
TBCs?  

The above research question was further divided into the following sub-research 
questions: 

i. Can we create a low thermal conductivity coating with this material (GZ) 
and this spray technique (SPS)? 

ii. Can we create a long life-time coating using SPS and this material? 
iii. What are the oxidation characteristics of the proposed coating design? 
iv. What is the erosion resistance of the proposed coating design? 
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1.5 Scope and Limitations 

The methodology used in this work is entirely experimental. However, there are 
certain limitations which needs to be considered while generalizing the results 
from this work to other coating materials, spray processes etc. The limitations are: 

i. Coating and substrate material 

Approximately 300 µm thick TBCs of 8YSZ were deposited by the SPS process 
to enable a comparison of the functional performance with SPS deposited GZ 
based multi-layered TBCs with the same total coating thickness. It should be 
noted that there are different zirconia based top coat materials for TBC 
applications where the stabilizer composition and content differs from the one 
used in this study. Also, the thickness of the TBC and the purity of the ceramic 
differ in different applications. All these factors may influence the coatings 
functional performance. 

Two different Ni based superalloy substrate materials namely Hastelloy-X and 
Inconel-738 were used in this work. The thermal cyclic fatigue life and burner rig 
tests results are dependent on the choice of substrate material and also the bond 
coat material as well as the substrate and bond coat material combination. Two 
different bond coats of NiCoCrAlY compositions were used. Hence, the thermal 
cyclic test results obtained in this study should not be generalized to other 
substrate and bond coat combinations.  

ii. Spray process 

Throughout this study, the spray process employed for depositing the metallic 
bond coat was High Velocity Air Fuel (HVAF). A different process to deposit the 
bond coat will influence the functional performance (thermal cyclic life) of the 
TBC. In the case of top coat deposition, suspension plasma spray process was 
employed. It should be noted that a different spray process will yield a different 
coating microstructure which most presumably would lead to a difference in the 
functional performance of the TBC. Therefore, the results obtained in this study 
should not be generalized to other spray processes. 

iii. Coating characterization 

In this study, the porosity measurements of the as sprayed TBCs were made using 
the water intrusion method and the image analysis method. The water intrusion 
method can only estimate the open porosity content of a coating as water cannot 
infiltrate closed pores. Image analysis at lower magnification does not take into 
account the contribution due to fine scale porosity and at higher magnifications, 
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the porosity contribution due to the column gaps are difficult to take into account. 
Both these methods have thus limitations. Hence, there is an uncertainty in the 
porosity measurements which will influence the thermal conductivity results. 
There is also an uncertainty in the thermal diffusivity measurements made using 
laser flash analysis (LFA). At 1000°C, the TBCs showed an increase in thermal 
diffusivity due to the transparent nature of YSZ to the wavelength of the laser. 
The thermal diffusivity results above 1000°C are thus not reliable.  
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2 Background 

2.1 Thermal Barrier Coatings 

Thermal barrier coatings (TBC) are used in the hot sections of gas turbine engines 
in order to insulate the underlying metallic components from being exposed to 
high temperatures. The metallic components in a gas turbine aero-engine which 
need thermal insulation include turbine blades, vanes, combustors, and the 
afterburner (non-commercial aero-engines). Based on the component to be 
insulated, the TBC property requirement varies. A typical cross section of an aero 
gas turbine is shown in Figure.1. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of an aero gas turbine engine (turbojet, Courtesy: Wikipedia) 

A TBC is a multi-layered coating system, as shown in Figure.2, where each layer 
has a function. The role of each layer is described in the section below. 

 

Figure 2: Schematic of a thermal barrier coating system with different layers 
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2.1.1 Substrate  

The surface to be protected from heat is called as the ‘substrate’. Nickel-based 
super-alloys are generally used in high temperature components in gas turbines. 
The substrate material plays an important role for the durability of a TBC [22]. 
Several nickel based super alloys are currently used in industry with trade names 
such as Hastelloy, Inconel, Haynes etc. depending on requirements. 

2.1.2 Bond Coat 

The first coating layer applied on top of the substrate is a metallic coating which 
usually is referred to as the ‘bond coat’. The primary role of the bond coat is to 
limit oxidation of the substrate material during the TBC operation and thus to 
increase the durability of the TBC. Another role of the bond coat it is to enhance 
the bonding between the substrate and the ceramic top coat. 

 Commercially, there are two different types of bond coat compositions namely 
diffusion (platinum aluminides) and overlay (MCrAlX) coatings for TBCs. In the 
MCrAlX bond coat compositions, M stands for nickel or cobalt or even a 
combination of both the elements whereas Cr and Al represent chromium and 
aluminium respectively. X stands for oxygen active elements such as Y, Si, Ta and 
Hf [23]. These overlay coatings are usually deposited by a thermal spray process. 

2.1.3 Thermally Grown Oxide (TGO) 

Above the metallic bond coat is the thermally grown oxide (TGO), which is 
formed in situ during service [24-25]. It comprises of oxides of the alloying 
elements in the bond coat. The TGO plays an important role in prolonging the 
durability of a TBC as it limits oxygen diffusion between the ceramic top coat and 
the bond coat by forming a dense protective oxide layer i.e. alumina. However 
some other oxides that are formed of nickel or spinel (Ni(Cr, Al)2O4) limits the 
durability of the TBCs as they have higher volume expansion which can lead to 
TBC failure during thermal cycling [26-28]. 

2.1.4 Top Coat 

The top layer of the TBC is a ceramic coating which is also referred to as the ‘top 
coat’. The primary role of the top coat is to provide thermal insulation to the 
underlying bond coated substrate and thus to enable the engine component to 
operate at a higher temperature. Examples of important material property 
requirements for a ceramic top coat are: 

i. Low thermal conductivity 
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ii. Excellent phase stability in the working temperature range 
iii. High thermal cyclic life 
iv. High sintering resistance 
v. CMAS attack resistance 
vi. High erosion resistance 
vii. High oxygen penetration resistance 
viii. High coefficient of thermal expansion 
ix. High fracture toughness 

Zirconia fulfils most of the above requirement criteria and hence is chosen as the 
standard top coat material in industrial applications. However, pure zirconia 
undergoes a tetragonal to monoclinic phase transformation during cooling which 
leads to a volume change (increase) of approximately 3-5% [29]. Therefore, 
zirconia is doped with other oxides such as Y2O3, CeO2, and MgO etc. to inhibit 
this phase transformation.  

Among the above oxides, yttria is the most widely used stabilizer for zirconia due 
to the improved phase stability of the resulting oxide alloy of zirconia in the 
operating temperature range. The amount of stabilizer content (yttria) in the alloy 
plays an important role, as seen in Figure.3. Lower yttria level in zirconia does not 
inhibit the phase transformation and a higher yttria level stabilizes the cubic phase 
which lacks toughness and strength in the resulting alloy [29]. The thermal cyclic 
life of a TBC with varying amount of yttria as a stabilizer is shown in Figure.4.  
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Figure 3: Phase diagram of zirconia with varying amount of yttria [30] 

 

Figure 4: Amount of yttria content in zirconia influencing the thermal cyclic life of a 
TBC [31] 
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Therefore, 7-8 wt% yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ), with a tetragonal prime crystal 
structure, is the most widely used top coat ceramic material for industrial TBC 
applications.  

With the increasing demands for improved efficiency of the gas turbine engines, 
YSZ is pushed to its upper working limit due to an increase in the inlet 
temperature of the engine [7, 11, 32]. 

Above 1200°C, YSZ undergoes a phase transformation when exposed to longer 
thermal cyclic loads as the metastable tetragonal prime phase decomposes to a 
low yttria and high yttria zirconia phase [33-38]. The low yttria content zirconia 
phase undergoes transformation from tetragonal to monoclinic phase on cooling 
which is associated with the previously stated volume change (3-5%) and leads to 
early TBC spallation. Also, YSZ undergoes high sintering rates at temperatures 
above 1200°C, which can lead to stiffening of the ceramic due to the closure of 
pores and result in loss of strain tolerance which in-turn can lead to an early 
spallation [4]. CMAS (calcium-magnesium-alumino-silicates) attack, see section 
3.5, is believed to be another threat to YSZ based TBCs at higher temperatures. 
It has been reported that the thermo-chemical reaction of YSZ with molten 
CMAS can lead to selective leaching of yttria [5, 8, 39-45] . A low yttria content 
YSZ undergoes undesirable phase transformation when subjected to thermal 
cyclic loads which leads to failure. Also, CMAS infiltration can stiffen the YSZ 
ceramic leading to loss in strain tolerance and result in early TBC failure [6]. 
Therefore, it is of high interest to find an alternative to YSZ which can overcome 
all the limitations with this material at high temperature operating conditions 
(>1200°C).  

New ceramic materials such as pyrochlores, perovskites, hexaaluminates, and 
defect clusters have been proposed as alternatives to YSZ for high temperature 
applications [7, 12, 32, 46]. Improvement in the functional performance (thermal 
conductivity, thermal cyclic life) of the TBCs compared to YSZ has been reported 
using the perovskites, pyrochlores and garnets compositions [47-53].  

Among these new ceramic materials, pyrochlores of rare earth zirconate 
composition have shown to be very promising in high temperature applications, 
considering the material properties such as the thermal conductivity and thermal 
expansion coefficient, as shown in Figure.5.  
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Figure 5: Bulk thermal conductivity and thermal expansion coefficient of TBC 
materials (Vassen et al. [7]) 

Figure.5 shows that pyrochlores offer the lowest thermal conductivity over the 
other ceramic materials including the state of the art YSZ. A high thermal 
expansion coefficient (CTE) close to the metallic bond coat is desirable. Among 
the pyrochlores, lanthanum zirconate (LZ) has a lower CTE compared to 
gadolinium zirconate (GZ). LZ has processing issues when it is sprayed by plasma 
spraying i.e. loss in its stoichiometry has been reported [32, 54, 55] . Therefore, 
GZ seems as the most interesting alternative TBC material to YSZ due to its 
excellent thermal properties [7, 15, 56, 57]. It has also been shown that the 
sintering resistance of GZ based TBCs is better than the YSZ based TBCs for a 
specific microstructure comprising microcracks and unmolten GZ particles in the 
APS deposited TBCs [58]. Additionally, GZ based TBCs have been shown to be 
more resistant to CMAS attack, (CMAS is explained in section 3.5) due to their 
capability to form a crystalline phase on reaction with the molten CMAS which 
inhibits the CMAS infiltration into the TBC [5, 43]. 

However, a single layer GZ TBC has been shown to have a lower thermal cyclic 
life compared to YSZ TBCs due to GZ poor compatibility with the TGO layer 
(alumina) at higher temperatures [14]. Gd2Zr2O7 has a tendency to react with 
Al2O3 to form GdAlO3 which leads to the continuous consumption of the 
protective oxide layer and leading to shorter thermal cyclic life of the GZ TBC 
[13]. In order to overcome this drawback, a double layer TBC with GZ as the top 
ceramic layer and YSZ as the intermediate layer has been proposed [14, 15, 59, 
60]. Bakan et al. deposited GZ/YSZ double layer TBCs by APS process and 
found that the thermal cyclic life of the double layer TBCs was higher than the 
single layer YSZ and single layer GZ TBCs [14]. A similar observation of 
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improved thermal cyclic performance of Solution Precursor Plasma Spray (SPPS) 
deposited GZ/YSZ double layer TBC compared to the single layer YSZ TBC has 
been reported [61].  

2.2 Deposition Techniques 

A high energy process is needed to melt and deposit a TBC as ceramics have a 
high melting temperature, approximately 2700°C in the case of zirconia. Two 
different techniques namely Electron Beam Physical Vapour Deposition and 
Plasma Spraying are usually employed to deposit the TBCs. Their principles, 
deposited coating characteristics, advantages and drawbacks are discussed below. 

2.2.1 Electron Beam Physical Vapour Deposition  

Electron beam physical vapour deposition (EB-PVD) is one common technique 
to deposit ceramic coatings. In this process, a localized high energy is delivered 
to the ceramic by using high power electrons.  

2.2.1.1 Principle 
In this process, a high energy electron beam is used to obtain a melt pool of the 
raw material which generates a vapour. The substrate to be coated with the 
ceramic is held over the pool and the coating formation occurs by the deposition 
of molecules from the vapour.  

2.2.1.2 Coating characteristics 
The properties such as thermal cyclic life, thermal conductivity, and erosion 
resistance of a coating depend on the microstructure obtained after deposition.  

A typical microstructure of the ceramic coating generated by EB-PVD process is 
shown in Figure.6. 

 

Figure 6: Cross sectional SEM micrograph of YSZ deposited by EB-PVD [29] 
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As can be seen, a columnar microstructure is obtained by this process, according 
to Figure.6. This columnar microstructure is believed to improve the strain 
tolerance of the TBC which in-turn enhances the durability of the TBC. 

2.2.1.3 Advantages  
i. This process generates a columnar microstructure which has been shown 

a higher thermal cyclic life compared to plasma sprayed TBCs due to its 
increased strain tolerance [62-63].  

ii. It was demonstrated by Nicholls et al. [64] that a columnar 
microstructure has a better erosion resistance when compared to the 
splat microstructure obtained by Atmospheric Plasma Spraying (APS). 

2.2.1.4 Disadvantages 
i. Lower coating deposition rates are achieved by this process compared to 

the plasma sprayed TBCs. 
ii. Higher energy consumption compared to the plasma spray process as 

vacuum needs to be created. 
iii. Higher thermal conductivity in the TBC deposited by this process 

compared to plasma sprayed TBCs [65]. The reasons for this observation 
are explained in the section 2.2.2.1. 

Plasma Spraying 

Plasma spraying is the most widely used technique by the gas turbine industry to 
deposit TBCs. This process makes use of the energy of the plasma to melt the 
feedstock. The coating is deposited by the virtue of thermal energy and kinetic 
energy imparted on the particles by the plasma where the temperature ranges from 
6000°C to 15000°C and flame speed from 300 to 1000 m/s. Based on the 
feedstock phase (solid or liquid), plasma spraying can be further classified into: 

• Plasma spraying carried out using a dry powder feedstock which is 
referred to as atmospheric plasma spraying (APS). 

• Plasma spraying carried out using a liquid feedstock which is referred to 
as suspension plasma spraying (SPS). 

2.2.2 Atmospheric Plasma Spray 

The APS process makes use of a ceramic powder whose typical particle size 
ranges from 10 µm to 100 µm. Feeding powders with particle size less than 10 
µm into the plasma jet has been shown to be difficult [66]. 

2.2.2.1 Principle 
In this process, the ceramic powder is injected into the plasma melt using a carrier 
gas. Depending on injection and particle size distribution, the larger particles may 
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melt, partially melt, or remain unmolten in the plasma. The particles are 
accelerated in the plasma flame and impact the substrate: the molten droplets will 
flatten due to the force of impact. These flattened droplets solidify to form ‘splats’ 
which, by successive overlapping, build-up the coating. A schematic of the APS 
process is shown in Figure.7. 

The plasma spray process involves the usage of a direct current electric arc to 
obtain the plasma of one or a combination of more than one inert gases such as 
Argon, Helium or Nitrogen. The ceramic powder is conveyed into the plasma 
stream using a carrier gas (Argon) where the ceramic is heated and accelerated.  

 

Figure 7: Illustration of the APS process [67] 

2.2.2.2 Coating Characteristics 
The coating generated by APS has a lamellar microstructure with globular voids 
and cracks of different sizes, as shown in Figure.8. The cracks in the deposited 
TBC are formed due to the stresses generated during the cooling of the splat. 
Also, inter-lamellar cracks between the splats are seen in the APS microstructure 
due to the poor bonding of the incoming splat with the already solidified splat. In 
terms of porosity, both globular and fine scale porosity are present in the coating 
microstructure. A typical YSZ ceramic coating deposited by APS contains 
approximately 10-15 vol. % porosity, depending on the spray parameters used. 
Higher porosity in the coating helps in achieving lower thermal conductivity when 
compared to the bulk material with the same thickness [68]. Additionally, a 
ceramic coating with higher porosity has a lower elastic modulus compared to the 
denser material and therefore the coating is more strain tolerant. 
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Figure 8: SEM micrograph of YSZ on top of bond coat deposited by APS process [27] 

2.2.2.3 Advantages 
i. The thermal conductivity of TBCs deposited by APS is lower compared 

to TBCs deposited by EB-PVD for the same material composition and 
thickness [65], as shown in Figure.9. The difference in the thermal 
conductivity arises due to the different microstructural features obtained 
by both the process. The splats in the APS coatings are transverse to the 
heat flow direction which results in a lower thermal conductivity 
compared to EB-PVD coatings where the columns are vertical and thus 
parallel to the heat flow [29]. 

ii. The process does not require vacuum and can be carried out in air 
atmosphere. Therefore, it has a higher deposition rate and is more 
economical than the EB-PVD process. 

2.2.2.4 Disadvantages 
i. APS is a line of sight process and it is therefore difficult to deposit 

coatings on complex shaped components. 
ii. Difficult to deposit coatings using powders of small particle sizes i.e. less 

than 10 μm [66]. 
iii. The thermal cyclic life of APS deposited coatings is inferior compared to 

the coatings generated by the EB-PVD process due to the absence of the 
columnar microstructure [62].  

A comparison of thermal cyclic life of YSZ deposited by both EB-PVD and APS 
process is shown in Figure.10. However, dense vertically cracked coatings could 
be generated using the APS process with a different set of spray parameters 
altogether. The vertically cracked structure mimics the columnar structure. The 
drawback is however that the structure will be denser compared to non-vertically 
cracked APS structure.  
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iv. The erosion resistance of an APS deposited TBC is poor compared to an 
EB-PVD deposited coating [63-64], as shown in Figure.11.  

It should be noted that the failure mode in APS and EB-PVD are different when 
subjected to erosion. In the erosion test, on impact, the eroding media generates 
cracks in the ceramic. These cracks propagate easily in the APS coatings as the 
microstructure comprises weaker splat boundaries and a network of microcracks. 
In the case of EB-PVD coatings, the dense columns with weak inter columnar 
boundaries behave differently when subjected to erosion. New cracks need to be 
generated in the coating during the impact in order to erode the surface and hence 
additional energy of the eroding media is absorbed in creating cracks. The 
columns undergo tensile cracking on impact with the eroding media leading to 
fracture of the columns. However, the cracks do not propagate through the 
coating to the neighbouring columns due to the presence of weaker inter 
columnar boundaries leading to the fracture being limited to near surface [29].  

 

Figure 9: Thermal conductivity plot of 7YSZ TBC deposited by APS and EB-PVD 
process [65] 
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Figure 10: Thermal cyclic life of 7YSZ deposited by both APS and EB-PVD process 
[44] 

 

 

Figure 11: Erosion rates of 8YSZ deposited by APS and EB-PVD at different 
temperatures with an impact angle of 90° [46] 

 

2.2.3 Suspension Plasma Spray 

Suspension plasma spray (SPS) is a modification of the APS process which makes 
use of ceramic powders suspended in a solvent such as alcohol or water. It is 
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considered to be a promising technique since it makes it possible to use nano or 
sub-micron sized ceramic powders with unique microstructural features. The 
reason for this is that the SPS process makes it possible to create the desirable 
columnar microstructure similar to EB-PVD microstructures [69-70].  

2.2.3.1 Particle Inflight conditions  
The coating formation in SPS differs from the APS process. In SPS, the coating 
formation can be divided into six different stages, as shown in Figure.12.  

 

Figure 12: Different stages of suspension droplet evolution [71]  

 

Stage 1: Suspension injection 

In the first stage, the suspension is injected into the plasma jet either radially or 
axially. Radial injection relates to the feedstock being injected perpendicular to the 
plasma flow and outside the plasma gun whereas in the axial injection case, the 
suspension is injected parallel to the plasma flow and in the plasma gun. Axial 
injection significantly simplifies injection of small sized particles since radial 
injected particles have to penetrate a high velocity jet to enter the core of the jet. 
Injection of the suspension into the core (hot zone) of the plasma thus simplifies 
evaporation of the liquid which also is beneficial. Based on the injection type 
(radial or axial), the inflight characteristics differ leading to different 
microstructural features in the coatings formed. As previously stated, these 
microstructural features highly influence the functional performance of the TBC. 

Stage 2: Atomization  

In this stage, the injected suspension undergoes atomization and leads to 
generation of fine droplets [71]. The size of droplet formed depends on the extent 
of atomization of the suspension. Plasma drag force, suspension viscosity and 
surface tension of the suspension are some of the important parameters which 
can influence the atomization process. 

Relationship between the parameters and the atomized droplet size was derived 
by Fazilleau et al. [72] according to Equation 1. 
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𝑑𝑑 =
8σ

𝐶𝐶.𝜌𝜌.𝑢𝑢2
 

(1) 

 

Where 𝑑𝑑(m) stands for droplet diameter, σ (N/m) is the surface tension of the 
suspension, 𝐶𝐶 is the drag coefficient, 𝑢𝑢 (m/s) and 𝜌𝜌 (Kg/m3) are the stream 
velocity and density of the plasma respectively. 

A lower surface tension and higher plasma drag coefficient is needed to obtain a 
smaller droplet after atomization. Water based suspensions provide a higher 
surface tension whereas the alcohol based suspensions have a lower surface 
tension. Plasma drag force can be altered based on the gas flow rate, composition 
of the gas, etc.  

Viscosity of the suspension also influences the droplet size, which is not discussed 
in the above equation. A lower viscosity of the suspension favours better 
atomization of the suspension [70]. However, viscosity can be tailored by varying 
the solid load content of the suspension or particle size (D50) of the solute 
dispersed in the suspension [70-71]. 

Stage 3: Solvent evaporation 

During this stage, the solvent from the atomized droplet evaporates due to the 
heating. The droplet transforms to small inflight particles. The vaporization step 
occurs at the expense of some amount of thermal energy from the plasma. 
Therefore, it can be said that more energy is needed to deposit TBCs using SPS 
process compared to the conventional plasma spraying. 

Stage 4: Agglomeration  

The solute particles of the suspension tend to agglomerate and may even undergo 
sintering. This may result in the loss of initial characteristics (initial D50 of the 
ceramic) of the solute particles suspended in the solvent. However, it should be 
noted that using a higher particle size (D50) of the ceramic in suspension 
influences the atomization stage which could lead to a higher solid mass in 
atomized droplet which can influence in the melting stage of the process.  

Stage 5: Melting 

In this stage, the agglomerated solute particles undergo melting when they come 
in direct contact with the plasma. The splat size and other microstructural features 
of the coating to be formed depends on these molten particles. The amount of 
heating undergone by the agglomerated particles depends on the operating power 
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employed during the process, composition of the gases in plasma (enthalpy), dwell 
time and feed rate of the feedstock [66, 73]. 

Stage 6: Melt deposition on the substrate 

The agglomerated molten or semi molten particles are accelerated towards the 
substrate where they form fine splats on impact. The next incoming molten 
particle solidifies on the previously formed splat and in this way the coating builds 
up. The thickness of the coating to be deposited depends on the application. 

2.2.3.2 Coating formation in SPS 
The coating formation in SPS differs from APS. Berghaus et al. [74] investigated 
the effect of plasma direction changes on particle velocities using simulations. It 
was found that the trajectory of the particles with size less than 5 μm can be 
affected by the plasma stream resulting in deposition of the particles at shallow 
angles on the roughness profile of the substrate and thus causing a shadowing 
effect [74]. Reasons for the shadowing effect was the lower momentum of small 
particles, as shown in Figure.13. 

 

Figure 13: Schematic of the particles with different sizes causing shadowing effect on 
the substrate asperities [75] 

 

Based on the above findings, VanEvery et al. proposed three possible 
microstructures when a TBC is produced by the SPS process [75]. If the 
fragmented droplet size is less than 1 μm, a columnar microstructure is obtained 
due to the shadowing effect, as shown by type 1 in Figure.14. However, if the 
droplet size ranges from 1 μm to 5 μm, the extent of shadowing effect is lower 
and hence a columnar microstructure with porosity bands within the columns is 
formed, as shown by type 2 [75]. In terms of microstructural nomenclature, this 
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has been referred to as a feathery columnar microstructure. If the droplet size is 
larger than 5 μm, then the momentum of the droplet is higher which causes a 
minimal shadowing effect and thus leading to a direct impact of the droplet on 
the substrate. Vertically cracked coatings or even lamellar structured coatings 
could be formed under such conditions, as shown by type 3.  

 

 

Figure 14: Three different feasible coating microstructure formation in SPS process 
[75] 

2.2.3.3 Coating characteristics 
The typical SPS coating microstructure is shown in Figure.15. A columnar 
microstructure with fine scale porosity within columns and column gaps is 
obtained. The fine scale porosity within the columns is desirable since it lowers 
the thermal conductivity of the TBC. Also, vertical cracks in the coating 
microstructure can be obtained by varying the spray parameters. The 
microstructures obtained by SPS thus differ from the APS process. However, the 
similarity between both the processes is that the coating formation occurs by the 
build-up of splats. 
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Figure 15: Cross sectional SEM micrographs of YSZ TBC deposited by SPS process 
at (a) lower magnification (b) higher magnification 

2.2.3.4 Advantages 
i. SPS can make use of nano sized or sub-micron sized feedstock powders 

which makes it possible to create porous, columnar microstructures.  

It has been shown that use of nano sized feedstock improves the 
thermomechanical properties of a TBC [18, 19, 76, 77]. Also, it was demonstrated 
that TBCs deposited using nanometre sized feedstock result in lower thermal 
conductivity than the coatings deposited using a coarser powder of the same 
composition and thickness [17]. 

ii. SPS is capable of mimicking EB-PVD process by generating columnar 
microstructure in the TBC which is beneficial in achieving improved 
thermal cyclic performance [20, 21, 78]. 

iii. Faster deposition rate and more economical than the EB-PVD process 
[79-80]. 

2.2.3.5 Disadvantages 
i. Line of sight process and hence difficult to deposit coatings on complex 

shaped components. 
ii. Lower deposition rates than the APS process. However, the deposition 

rate can be improved by tailoring the spray parameters such as the plasma 
gun power, plasma gas enthalpy, spray distance and the solid load content 
in the suspension.  
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3 High Temperature Effects 

A gas turbine engine usually operates in the temperature range of 25 to 1200°C. 
A higher working temperature poses several challenges. Some of the most 
important issues encountered by TBCs at higher temperatures are thermal cyclic 
loading, phase stability, sintering, CMAS attack, and bond coat oxidation which 
are discussed in this section.  

3.1 Thermal Cyclic Fatigue 

A TBC undergoes thermal cyclic loading during its service lifetime. Therefore, the 
ceramic top coat must be able to sustain the thermal cyclic load for a longer TBC 
lifetime and efficient engine performance. 

3.1.1 Factors affecting the thermal cyclic life of a TBC 

Several factors influence the thermal cyclic life of a TBC. Some of them are listed 
below: 

i. Porosity content of the TBC 

A lower porosity content in the TBC results in a higher elastic modulus which 
results in a lower strain tolerance in the coating which eventually leads to a lower 
thermal cyclic life compared to a TBCs with a higher porosity [29].  

ii. Coating morphology 

The strain tolerance of a TBC is dependent on the coating morphology. The 
coating morphology in turn depends on the spray process. Besides porosity 
content, a columnar microstructure as previously stated has been shown 
beneficial for the thermal cyclic life compared to a lamellar microstructure [62]. 

iii. CTE of the top coat 

The CTE of the ceramic layer plays an important role in the TBC durability when 
subjected to thermal cyclic loading. The CTE of the top coat should be as close 
as possible to the metallic substrate. A ceramic with lower CTE leads to a larger 
CTE mismatch with the bond coat when subjected to thermal cyclic loads and 
thus resulting in higher stress generation in the TBC at the bond coat/top coat 
interface. The stress energy accumulated in the ceramic top coat due to the CTE 
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mismatch is released in the form of creation of new fracture surfaces and thus 
causing TBC failure. 

iv. TGO thickness and composition 

The thermal cyclic life of the TBC depends on the TGO thickness and 
composition. It was shown in this work that after a critical TGO thickness of 
approximately 5 µm, TBC spallation occurred in YSZ and GZ based multi-layered 
TBCs [15]. Oxides of nickel and other spinels formation in the TGO layer limits 
a longer durability due to their higher volume expansion when subjected to 
thermal cyclic loading [81].  

v. Composition of the top coat and TBC architecture 

The top coat composition plays an important role in TBC durability. It was 
described in section 2.1.4 the role of stabilizer content in zirconia on the thermal 
cyclic life. An optimum composition of yttria (7-8 wt %) in zirconia gives the 
highest thermal cyclic life in YSZ based TBCs [29]. Also, the phase stability of the 
top coat, which is in turn dependent on the composition, plays an important role 
in the thermal cyclic test conditions [29].  

TBCs with composition other than YSZ have been tested for their thermal cyclic 
life at higher surface temperatures. It was shown that a single layer gadolinium 
zirconate had a lower thermal cyclic life than YSZ whereas a gadolinium 
zirconate/YSZ double layer TBC has a higher thermal cyclic life compared to the 
YSZ single layer TBC [14] . 

3.1.2 Failure modes when subjected to thermal cyclic tests  

There are two different test conditions employed by the gas turbine industry to 
evaluate the thermal cyclic fatigue life of TBCs. Based on the thermal cyclic test 
conditions employed, the failure mode observed in the TBCs differ. Failure 
observed in both the tests is discussed in the section below. 

a. A long exposure time thermal cyclic fatigue (TCF) test is employed to 
evaluate the thermal cyclic performance of TBCs which are prone to long 
operating hours ( specifically for the power generation sector).  
In the TCF test, the cyclic exposure time ranges from 40 mins to 1hour 
of heating and up to 10 mins of cooling. It is generally expected that the 
TBC spallation in this test occurs from the TGO/bond coat interface 
after a critical TGO thickness is reached where the oxides of nickel and 
other spinel formation occurs which have a higher volume expansion 
[81]. Reasons for such a failure could be due to the transformation of 
high density metal (bond coat) into a low density oxide within the 
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restricted volume. Also, the TGO layer has inferior mechanical 
properties and a lower CTE than the top coat and metallic bond coat 
which leads to higher stress concentration at the TGO/bond coat 
interface on thermal cycling. The stress at the interface is relieved in the 
form of cracking in the TGO layer. A typical failed SEM micrograph of 
YSZ single layer TBC when subjected to the TCF test is shown in 
Figure.16. It can be seen from the micrograph and photograph that the 
failure occurred from the TGO/bond coat interface. The critical TGO 
thickness at failure in this type of cyclic test ranges varies from 4-8 μm 
[82] depending on the bond coat composition.  

 

Figure 16: TCF failed SEM micrograph and photograph of YSZ single layer TBC

b. The second type of thermal cyclic test employed is called as the Burner 
Rig Test (BRT) where the TBCs are subjected to shorter thermal cycles 
(ranging from 1.5 mins to 5 mins of heating and 1 to 2 mins of cooling). 
Failure of the TBC in this test occurs within the ceramic layer near to the 
TGO [14]. The ceramic top coat has a coefficient of thermal expansion 
(CTE) in the range of 9-11 x 10-6.K-1, at 293-1373K [59], depending on 
the choice of the ceramic material. However, the metallic bond coat and 
the substrate have a higher CTE of almost 15 x 10-6/K. During the TBC 
operation, the CTE mismatch between the ceramic top coat and the 
metallic bond coat results in stress build-up in the ceramic layer which is 
dictated by the thick substrate. A typical BRT failed SEM micrograph 
and photograph is shown in Figure.17. The failure occurred within the 
YSZ close to the interface with the TGO and the TGO thickness at 
failure was approximately 1 μm. 
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Figure 17: SEM micrograph and photograph of BRT test failed YSZ TBC at 1300°C 

3.2 Thermal Conductivity 

In ceramics, the heat conduction primarily occurs by the lattice vibrations which 
are also known as ‘phonons’. Thermal conductivity ‘ ’ (W/m K) of a solid due 
to the lattice vibrations is governed by Equation 2. = 13 . . .  (2) 

 

Where ‘ ’ stands for heat capacity (Joule/K) of the solid per unit volume, ‘ ’ 
(m/s) is the velocity of the heat carriers (In ceramics, the heat carriers are atomic 
vibrations which are also known as phonons) and ‘ ’ (m) is the scattering mean 
free path.  

There are several factors which influence the thermal conductivity of a TBC. 
Some of the important ones are discussed below. 

3.2.1 Factors affecting thermal conductivity  

i. Porosity content 

The thermal conductivity of a TBC is governed by Equation 5, where the thermal 
conductivity is dependent on the actual density of the ceramic. The actual density 
of a ceramic is dependent on the porosity content which is given by Equation 3. = (1 ) (3) 
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Where ‘𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎’ (Kg/m3) stands for actual density of the ceramic, ‘𝜌𝜌𝑏𝑏’ (Kg/m3) stands 
for bulk density of the ceramic and ‘𝑃𝑃’ stands for the porosity content of the 
ceramic. 

During the coating formation, gases from the atmosphere are entrapped in the 
coating which results in porosity. These gases have a lower thermal conductivity 
than the ceramic material. Therefore, the higher the porosity content in a TBC, 
the lower is its thermal conductivity [68].  

ii. Thickness of the TBC 

The thickness of the ceramic layer plays an important role in providing thermal 
insulation. Thicker the ceramic coating, higher is the temperature reduction across 
the TBC [29]. The expression for reduction in temperature across a TBC is given 
by Equation 4. 

∆𝑇𝑇 =
1
𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾

.∆𝑥𝑥.
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

 
(4) 

 

Where ‘∆𝑇𝑇’ (K) is the temperature reduction across the ceramic coating, ‘𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

’ is 
the heat flux (W/m2), ‘𝐾𝐾’ is the thermal conductivity (W/m.K), ‘𝐾𝐾’ (m2) is the 
cross sectional area across which the heat flux passes, and ‘∆𝑥𝑥’ (m) is the thickness 
of the coating. 

iii. Composition of the TBC  

Composition of TBC plays a vital role from thermal conductivity perspective. It 
was shown that pure zirconia has higher thermal conductivity than zirconia which 
is alloyed using stabilizers such as yttria, ceria etc. Increase in stabilizer content in 
the zirconia alloy leads to further lowering of thermal conductivity. The reason 
for the lower thermal conductivity when a stabilizer is added in zirconia can be 
the creation of point defects such as oxygen vacancies in the crystal structure 
which increase the phonon scattering [57]. These point defects will decrease the 
phonon mean free path which helps in lowering the thermal conductivity.  

Additionally, when ceramics of rare earth zirconates (gadolinium zirconate) or 
perovskites are used, the thermal conductivity of the resulting TBC is lower than 
7YSZ. The reason for this can be attributed towards the creation of two types of 
point defects. First kind of point defect is the increase in oxygen vacancies in the 
crystal structure of a Gd2Zr2O7 due to the presence of approximately 33 mol.% 
of Gd2O3 when compared to 4 mol.% Y2O3 in 7YSZ [57]. The second kind of 
point defects arises due to the difference in the atomic weights of the cations 
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within the ceramic. In the case of YSZ, the difference between the atomic weights 
of cations (Y and Zr) is lower compared to the difference between the cations of 
gadolinium zirconate (Gd and Zr). Higher the difference in the atomic weights of 
the cations, higher is the phonon scattering leading to decrease in phonon mean 
free path and eventually resulting in lower thermal conductivity of the ceramic 
[57, 83].  

iv. Feedstock particle size 

The ceramic powder feedstock particle size used in plasma sprayed processes 
plays an important role in the thermal conductivity of the resulting TBC. It has 
been shown that a nanometre particle sized feedstock results in a lower thermal 
conductivity compared to a larger particle sized feedstock of same composition 
[17]. The explained reason was a higher porosity content obtained in the TBC 
deposited by nanostructured feedstock [17]. Another stated reason was a higher 
number of particle interfaces which leads to a lower thermal conductivity. 

v. Deposition process 

Thermal conductivity of the TBC depends on the microstructure of the TBC 
which in turn depend on the deposition process. As previously stated, TBCs 
deposited by the APS process results in a lamellar microstructure resulting in a 
lower thermal conductivity than TBCs with a denser and columnar microstructure 
deposited by the EB-PVD process [65]. 

3.3 Phase Stability 

The phase composition and stability of the top coat is important to ensure a long 
TBC durability. Phase transformation in the working temperature range is highly 
undesirable. As stated earlier, 7-8YSZ, the standard ceramic top coat composition 
used by gas turbine industry, undergoes phase transformation when subjected to 
long term cyclic exposure above 1200°C [37]. The stabilizer (yttria) content in the 
zirconia alloy (YSZ) starts to redistribute into low and high yttria content zirconia 
phases on prolonged exposure to high temperatures. The low yttria content 
zirconia phase transforms to monoclinic phase on cooling and this transformation 
is associated with a higher volume change resulting in catastrophic failure of the 
TBC [7]. New ceramic materials such as the rare earth zirconates of pyrochlore 
crystal structure, perovskites, defect clusters possess excellent phase stability 
above 1200°C [7]. 
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3.4 Sintering  

Ceramic materials undergo a phenomenon called ‘sintering’ when exposed to 
elevated temperatures (T > 0.5Tm [K]) as the mass transfer through diffusion is 
appreciable in this temperature range. It is an irreversible process where the 
driving force is reduction in the surface free energy of the ceramic compact. 
During sintering, the ceramic material undergoes densification by agglomeration 
of the particles and reduction in the volume of porosity which results in increased 
density of the ceramic. Note that no sintering studies were performed in this 
work. It is included in the introduction since it has been one of selection criteria 
of top coat materials. This selection was made based on results from other works. 

3.4.1 Influence of sintering on TBC performance 

Sintering influences the TBC performance in several ways. From the thermal 
barrier properties view point, closure of porosity due to sintering leads to increase 
in thermal conductivity of the ceramic coating which is not desirable. Additionally, 
a denser ceramic coating results in higher elastic modulus than the relatively 
porous TBC leading to loss of strain tolerance in the coating [4, 17, 29] which can 
result in early TBC failure.  

3.4.2 Factors affecting sintering  

Several factors which can affect the sintering in ceramics. Extent of sintering in a 
material is, for example, dependent on  

i. Exposure time,  
ii. Exposure temperature 

It has been reported that a higher exposure temperature and a longer time leads 
to higher sintering rates. This was shown indirectly by comparing the thermal 
conductivity of as sprayed and annealed TBCs for different time periods where 
the thermal conductivity was shown to increase with time and temperature of 
exposure [17, 21]. A higher exposure time and temperature thus leads to closure 
of pores in the ceramic which results in an increase in the ceramic density. 

iii. Material composition and feedstock size.  

Some ceramics are more susceptible to sintering compared to others when 
subjected to similar exposure conditions [7, 11]. Additionally, sintering of the 
ceramic material is dependent on the particle size of the feedstock material used 
for deposition. It has been shown that YSZ based TBCs deposited from nano 
sized powders are more resistant to sintering than their coarser counterparts [17]. 
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3.5 CMAS Degradation 

The aero engines are exposed to the threat of in-service degradation by the CMAS 
attack at elevated temperatures (>1100°C) where small inorganic particles stick to 
the hot sections of the engine. These particles melt when the service temperature 
is usually above 1100°C, although the melting temperature is dependent on the 
composition. The composition of CMAS is in turn dependent on the source 
which could be from fly ash from industries, desert sand or ashes from volcanic 
eruption. However, the major constituents of CMAS are oxides of calcium, 
magnesium, aluminum and silicon along with small traces of other oxides (Ti, Fe, 
Ni etc. depending on the source). The CMAS attack leads to degradation of the 
TBCs in the following ways. Note that no CMAS studies were performed in this 
work. The multi-layered coating design has however been produced having 
CMAS degradation of the TBCs in mind which is to be investigated in future 
work. CMAS degradation of the TBCs is included in the thesis for completeness. 

3.5.1 TBC degradation modes  

The molten inorganic particles can degrade the TBCs in two possible ways.  

i. The first mode of attack can be classified as thermochemical interaction 
of CMAS with the top coat where the molten CMAS reacts with YSZ 
leading to the formation of zirconia phases with a lower yttria content [5, 
44, 46, 84]. The yttria from YSZ is leached out by a chemical reaction 
between the molten ash and top coat. The low yttria content zirconia 
undergoes phase transformation leading to TBC spallation when exposed 
to thermal cyclic loads [29]. 

ii. The second mode of attack can be classified as the thermomechanical 
interaction of CMAS with the top coat. When the temperature is 
favourable for the CMAS melting (>1100°C), it infiltrates the porous 
ceramic top coat as the TBCs are designed to be porous for several 
reasons discussed in the previous section (3.3.1). The infiltrated CMAS 
solidifies when the TBC service temperature drops below its melting. The 
ceramic is stiffened due to the solidification of CMAS, which accounts 
for stress generation in the TBC in addition to its existing residual stresses 
[6, 8]. The TBC loses its strain tolerance due to the stiffening and 
eventually leads to reduced durability when subjected to thermal cyclic 
loading. 

It could be possible that the top coat can undergo degradation by both the above 
mentioned modes. 
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3.5.2 Factors affecting CMAS attack 

There are several factors which can influence the CMAS attack on TBCs. Some 
of the important factors are;  

i. Chemical composition of the CMAS (Basicity index) 

The composition and basicity index (CaO/SiO2) of the molten CMAS can affect 
the TBC durability. It was demonstrated by Ndamka et al. that gadolinium 
zirconate(GZ), as a TBC material, provides better CMAS attack resistance for 
compositions with a lower basicity index (<1.8) and GZ has been shown not 
capable of restricting the CMAS attack when the basicity index of the CMAS is 
higher (>1.8) [85]. 

ii. Chemical composition of the top coat (stabilizer content, other solutes 
etc.) 

It was reported by Li et al. that a higher stabilizer content (Y2O3) in the TBC helps 
in improving the CMAS attack resistance as the CMAS preferentially leaches out 
yttria out of the zirconia yttria alloy [84]. Aygun et al. demonstrated that a solid 
solution of alumina and titanium oxide in the YSZ ceramic could inhibit the 
CMAS attack compared to TBC with only YSZ [46]. Improvement in CMAS 
resistance was due to the formation of phases which could be crystallized by the 
presence of Al reservoir in the ceramic coating. Also, Drexler et al. found that 
CMAS attack resistance depends on the chemical composition of the ceramic [5, 
41]. Ceramics which can form an immobile crystalline phase on reacting with 
CMAS can prevent further infiltration into the ceramic [5]. 

iii. Coating density 

It was shown by Li et al. that a coating with higher density has a better CMAS 
attack resistance compared to a more porous coating [42]. The molten CMAS 
infiltrates the TBC through porosity content in the TBC and then stiffens the 
ceramic on solidification. Lower porosity helps in restricting the molten CMAS 
infiltration than a highly porous TBC. However, it should be noted that a lower 
porosity in the TBC would lead to higher thermal conductivity and higher elastic 
modulus in the TBC which are not desirable from the functional requirement 
point of view.  

iv. Test conditions (Thermal gradient or isothermal conditions) 

The CMAS studies reported in the literature so far were carried out in isothermal 
conditions. Very recently, Steinke et al. reported CMAS infiltration test of TBCs 
by providing thermal gradient conditions across the TBC to simulate the real time 
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conditions experienced by a TBC during its operation [86]. In these test 
conditions (BRT), it was shown that the TBC failure is accelerated compared to 
the isothermal test conditions. 

v. TBC deposition technique 

The microstructure of a TBC plays an important role in CMAS attack resistance. 
The microstructure formation in turn depends on the deposition process 
employed. Aygun et al. showed that solution precursor plasma spray (SPPS) 
process provides the benefit of depositing metastable phases of alumina and 
titanium oxide in the YSZ matrix which help in arresting the CMAS attack 
compared to the plasma sprayed process [46]. This composition of YSZ with 
solutes of Al and Ti oxides is not feasible to deposit by the APS route [46]. 

3.6 Oxidation of Bond Coat 

At elevated temperatures, faster oxidation of the bond coat is a threat to the TBCs 
as it limits their long term durability. Oxides of aluminum and chromium formed 
during the TBC operation help in preventing further oxidation of the bond coat 
due to their passive and protective nature. When the Al reservoir from the top 
surface of the bond coat is depleted, oxides of nickel and spinels form which are 
believed to limit the TBC durability. There are several factors which influence the 
oxidation of bond coat. Some of them are discussed below. 

3.6.1 Factors affecting bond coat oxidation 

i. Bond coat composition and cut size of the bond coat powder 

Selection of bond coat composition and its powder cut size used for spraying play 
an important role in extending the service life of a TBC. Nano sized MCrAlY 
powders deposited by the HVAF process has been shown to promote a faster 
formation of a protective aluminium oxide compared to a larger feedstock particle 
size. The protective oxide slows down the oxidation rate of the bond coat [87, 88] 
and thus prolongs the coating life-time. The reason for this faster oxide formation 
was assumed due to a higher number of grain boundaries which increases the 
diffusion of aluminium at the interface [87]. Also, the coatings deposited using 
nano sized powders resulted in better hot corrosion resistance than the coatings 
deposited by conventional coarser powders [89]. 

ii. Top coat composition (material) and crystal structure 

YSZ is, as previously stated, the standard ceramic material used as a top coat for 
TBCs. However, YSZ is transparent to oxygen at higher temperatures [9]. It was 
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shown by S.Mahade et al. and Cao et al. that rare earth zirconates of pyrochlore 
crystal structure are more resistant to oxygen penetration than YSZ. The 
proposed explanation was the presence of stable Frenkel pairs (interstitial oxygen 
anion and oxygen vacancy) in their crystal structure [9, 16]. A higher activation 
energy is needed for oxygen migration through the pyrochlore crystal structure, 
according to simulation studies [90-91]. Therefore, ceramic top coats with a lower 
oxygen penetration help to slow down the bond coat oxidation rate when the 
composition of bond coat and other conditions are kept the same. 

iii. Bond coat deposition process 

The bond coats of MCrAlY composition for the TBC applications are deposited 
by processes such as Plasma sprayed (Vacuum plasma spray), HVOF (High 
Velocity Oxy Fuel) and HVAF (High Velocity Air Fuel). The spray temperature, 
dwell time as well as the microstructure obtained by these processes differ from 
each other and therefore their oxidation performance is different. It has been 
shown that a lower porosity and oxide content in the bond coat are obtained by 
the HVOF process compared to the plasma sprayed process [26-92]. This leads 
to a reduction in oxidation rates in HVOF coatings compared to the plasma 
sprayed coatings [26].  
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4 TBC Characterization 

There are several tests that are utilised to characterise TBCs functional 
performance such as thermo-mechanical (thermal cyclic test) and thermo-physical 
(thermal diffusivity, differential scanning calorimetry) tests, erosion test and 
oxidation test. The functional performance tests performed in this work are 
described in this chapter. 

4.1 Thermo-Mechanical Properties 

TBCs are expected to undergo thermo-mechanical testing conditions during their 
service life time. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the as sprayed TBCs for 
their thermo-mechanical behaviour and to compare the results with industry 
requirements. Among the thermo mechanical properties, life time evaluation of 
the TBCs under thermal cyclic loading is important as the air craft engine is 
frequently under cyclic loads while in operation (start and stop). In this study, the 
TBCs were subjected to two different thermal cyclic loading conditions namely 
Thermal Cyclic Fatigue (TCF) and Burner Rig Test (BRT). These two thermo 
cyclic tests are described below: 

4.1.1 Thermo Cyclic Fatigue test 

Thermo cyclic fatigue (TCF) test evaluates the ability of a TBC to survive in longer 
exposure to cyclic thermal loads. The failure in such a test is mostly driven by the 
oxidation of bond coat due to the longer exposure time and generally the failure 
is observed in the TGO/bond coat interface. Therefore, it can be said that TCF 
test is a test of the bond coat instead of the top coat. One of the limitations of 
this test is the absence of thermal gradient across the TBC, which exists in real 
service conditions and which results in under estimation of the thermal cyclic life 
of the TBC. However, this test is frequently used as a standard by the industries 
to evaluate the cyclic life-time performance of a TBC. 

In this test, the TCF specimens of a specific geometry (50 mm x 30 mm x 6 mm) 
are subjected to thermal cyclic conditions in a computer controlled furnace. The 
specimens are exposed to a temperature of 1100°C for 1 hour and immediately 
transferred to another chamber where a high resolution photograph is captured 
and then cooled to 100°C in 10 mins using compressed air. The cycle continues 
until a visible 20 % spallation of the top coat is observed. The test is stopped and 
the number of thermal cycles survived by the samples for 20% spallation is 
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considered as the thermal cyclic fatigue life of the TBC. A picture of the 
specimens undergoing TCF test is shown in Figure.18. Additionally, in this work, 
the TCF test was carried out at 1200°C using the same exposure and cooling time 
since the objective in this work is to develop a high temperature TBC (>1200°C). 

 

Figure 18: Photograph of TBC specimens subjected to thermo cyclic fatigue test 

4.1.2 Burner Rig Test 

Gas turbines for aerospace applications encounter thermal cyclic loads for shorter 
exposure times. The underlying substrate material is insulated by the TBCs from 
the hot gases and also by the internal cooling technologies employed during the 
gas turbine operation. Therefore, a test which simulates these conditions (short 
exposure times along with thermal gradient across TBC) is highly desirable. 

The burner rig test (BRT) tries to replicate the real time conditions experienced 
by a TBC during its operation by exposing the top surface of the TBCs to shorter 
thermal cycles along with cooling the back side of the TBCs simultaneously. 
Additionally, this test provides the advantage of exposing the top coat to a surface 
temperature which is above the melting point (>1300°C) of the underlying 
substrate. 

In this work, BRT of the deposited TBCs was conducted at IEK-1, 
Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany. For this test, Inconel alloy-738 specimens 
with dimensions of 30 mm diameter x 3 mm thickness were used. These 
specimens were provided with an aperture at approximately half of their thickness 
which was meant to accommodate a thermo couple. These BRT specimens had 
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bevelled edges in order to minimize the edge effect on the lifetime results. The 
top surface temperature used for this test was 1300°C which was monitored 
throughout the test using thermocouple. The back side (bond coat/substrate) of 
the TBC coated BRT specimen was maintained at 1050°C using compressed air 
and the temperature fluctuation was monitored using a k-type thermocouple. The 
thermal cycle comprised of 5 mins of heating using natural gas burners and 2 mins 
of cooling where the burners were moved away from the BRT specimens. The 
failure criteria for the BRT samples was 30% visible spallation on the ceramic 
surface. A photograph of the actual BRT setup is shown in Figure.19. 

 

Figure 19: Photograph of the Burner rig test setup used for thermal cyclic testing of as 
sprayed TBCs [93] 

4.2 Thermo-Physical Properties 

Since TBCs are meant to provide thermal insulation to the underlying substrate, 
it is important to characterize their thermo-physical properties such as thermal 
conductivity. However, there seems to be no reliable direct method of measuring 
thermal conductivity of TBCs. Instead, an indirect method of measuring the 
thermal diffusivity, specific heat capacity is commonly employed and the thermal 
conductivity of the coating is calculated according to equation 5. = . .  
 

(5) 
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Where ‘𝜆𝜆’ (W/m.K) is the thermal conductivity of the ceramic coating, ‘𝛼𝛼’ 
(mm2/s) is the thermal diffusivity, 𝜌𝜌 (Kg/m3) is the actual density of the ceramic 
and ‘𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝’ (J/Kg.K) is the specific heat capacity of the ceramic.  

It can be seen that the thermal conductivity of the TBC depends on porosity 
content. A higher porosity in the coating results in lower thermal conductivity of 
the TBC due to the fact that gases entrapped in the pores have a lower thermal 
conductivity than the ceramic material. One common method to measure thermal 
diffusivity is the Laser Flash Analysis (LFA) method and usually 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 is measured 
using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). Both these techniques are 
discussed in detail in the following sections. 

4.2.1 Laser Flash Analysis 

As stated above, laser flash analysis (LFA) is the most widely accepted method to 
measure thermal diffusivity of a TBC [94-95]. A schematic of this method 
(NETZSCH 427) is shown in Figure.20. 

In this method, the ceramic coating, which is coated with a thin layer of graphite 
or gold, is placed in a controlled atmosphere chamber and then temperature is 
increased at a controlled rate. Five independent thermal diffusivity measurements 
were taken in this work once the desired temperature value is reached and 
stabilized. The working principle of an LFA equipment is that a laser of known 
pulse width is fired at the sample and the response, which is the transient 
temperature rise, is recorded by an infra-red detector from the rear side of the 
sample. The thermal diffusivity of the coating is then calculated using Equation 
6. 

𝛼𝛼 =
0.1388 𝑑𝑑2

𝑑𝑑0.5
 

6 

 

Where ‘𝛼𝛼’ (mm2/s) is the thermal diffusivity, ‘𝑑𝑑’ (mm) is the thickness of the 
coating and ‘𝑑𝑑0.5’ (s) is the time corresponding to the half maximum increase in 
temperature on the back side of the specimen.  

It should be noted that the thickness of the coating provided to the software 
before the LFA test needs to be accurate. An error of 20 % in coating thickness 
measurement may lead to a 50% error in thermal conductivity measurement [94].  

The thermal diffusivity of the single layer coating is calculated in this fashion and 
this method can also be extrapolated to measure thermal conductivity of multi-
layered system using Cowan or heat loss + pulse correction models when the 
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thermal diffusivity, specific heat capacity, thickness and density of the other layers 
is known [56].  

The TBCs are porous in nature and hence their actual density is lower than the 
bulk density of a ceramic. The porosity of the coatings are usually calculated by 
one of the methods such as water intrusion, mercury intrusion porosimetry or 
image analysis. These porosity values are used to deduce the actual density of the 
ceramic. However, the methods used have some drawbacks and hence there is 
always an error while measuring porosity using the above methods which will 
influence the estimated thermal conductivity. 

 

Figure 20: Schematic of LFA equipment used for thermal diffusivity measurement 
[Courtesy: NETZSCH] 

4.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

Specific heat capacity can be defined as the amount of heat required to increase 
the temperature of one gram of a particular material by one Kelvin. Differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC) is one of the methods usually used to estimate the 
specific heat capacity (Cp) of TBCs.  
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DSC equipment consists of a furnace along with an integrated sensor system with 
specific positions for the sample and the reference pans. The sensor system can 
be part of the thermocouple which serves two purposes. The first is that it allows 
measurement of the temperature difference between the reference side and the 
unknown sample. Secondly, the absolute temperature of the reference or 
unknown sample can be recorded. 

During the test, ceramic powder material whose specific heat capacity is unknown 
is placed in one of the chambers along with a material of known (reference 
sample) specific heat capacity in the other chamber. The reference sample used is 
usually sapphire.  

4.3 Thermal Exposure Test 

During the service time of a TBC, it might be subjected to long exposure times. 
Therefore, oxidation studies of TBCs can be employed to get an insight into the 
microstructural evolution (Porosity, TGO layer, etc.) of the TBCs during long 
exposure times. 

Isothermal oxidation test in this work was carried out in air atmosphere to 
replicate the actual conditions experienced by the TBCs in operation. During this 
test, the TBC specimens were weighed before placing them on ceramic boats and 
then later set in the furnace. Different exposure times were chosen at the same 
test temperature. The TBCs after oxidation were weighed and their change in 
weight was recorded. Later, the oxidized TBC specimens were mounted and 
observed in SEM for microstructure evaluations. 

4.4 Erosion Resistance Test 

TBCs, during their operation, encounter impact with suspended particles in air or 
even particles from CMAS sources as well. This leads to removal of the ceramic 
material from the top surface of the TBC which results in a decreased engine 
efficiency. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the erosion performance of the 
deposited TBCs and compare with acceptable industrial requirements. 

The erosion tests in this work were conducted as per the GE specification: 
E50TF121 at IEK-1, Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany. TBCs were deposited 
on stainless steel substrates of 50 mm x 50 mm x 3mm geometry. A schematic of 
the erosion fixture used is shown in Figure.21. Aluminium oxide particles of 240 
# grit size were used as the eroding media. The test specimen were held at an 
angle of 20 degrees from the axis of eroding media. The TBC were subjected to 
erosion for a time period of 90 seconds. After the test, a ¼ inch ball tip micro 
meter was used to measure the thickness loss (mils) of the sample after the erosion 
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test. The ratio of time of exposure to thickness loss was calculated. This ratio is 
usually referred to as the erosivity number. A higher erosivity number means that 
the erosion resistance of the TBC is higher. 

 

Figure 21: Schematic of the erosion test setup designed according to GE: ES0TF121 
standard [96]  

It should be noted that based on the particle size of the suspended matter, the 
environmental impact on TBCs can be classified into foreign object damage (>10 
μm) or erosion (<10 μm) [29]. This study is limited to evaluation of the erosion 
performance of TBCs. Foreign object damage (FOD) of the TBCs is beyond the 
scope of this work. 
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5 Multi-Layered TBCs 

New TBC top coat compositions such as the rare earth zirconates of pyrochlore 
structure, zirconate based perovskites, hexaaluminates, and garnets (yttrium 
aluminum garnet) have the potential to replace YSZ for high temperature TBC 
applications [7, 11, 97]. These new TBC materials deposited by APS or EB-PVD 
process were evaluated for their functional performance such as thermal 
conductivity, thermal cyclic fatigue, CMAS attack resistance and erosion 
resistance and compared with YSZ based TBCs. It was found that the new TBC 
materials had lower thermal conductivity than YSZ based TBC [7, 15, 48, 98]. 
However, the thermal cyclic performance of single layer TBCs of new material 
composition were found to be inferior to the YSZ single layer TBC [10, 14, 48, 
98]. The reason for the lower thermal cyclic life-time for the new TBC materials 
was assumed due to their lower fracture toughness than the YSZ [7, 12]. Also, 
pyrochlores such as gadolinium zirconate has thermochemical compatibility 
issues with the alumina layer from the thermally grown oxide (TGO) which 
affects its thermal cyclic performance. In terms of CMAS attack resistance 
capabilities, some of the new TBC compositions has been shown to be more 
resistant to CMAS attack than YSZ [5, 41]. However, these new TBC materials 
have been reported to possess lower erosion resistance compared to YSZ based 
TBCs [99]. 

Therefore, in order to address the above challenges, it is important to design the 
TBC architecture to combine the advantages of the high temperature capabilities 
of new TBC materials along with the better mechanical properties of YSZ (e.g. 
fracture toughness). The following section proposes a design of a TBC for high 
temperature applications. 

5.1 Proposed Design of a Multi-layered TBC  

Based on the functional property requirements at high temperatures (>1200°C), 
TBC architecture needs to be designed accordingly. So far, in general, double 
layered TBCs with YSZ as the intermediate layer and the top coat based on 
pyrochlore or perovskite or YAG based compositions have been explored [14, 
47, 48, 51]. The reason for choosing an intermediate YSZ layer was to increase 
the toughness of the TBC system which could not be achieved using a single layer 
TBC based on the new material composition. These double layered TBCs showed 
improvement in thermal cyclic performance compared to the YSZ single layer 
TBCs [10, 14, 15].  
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Thickness of each ceramic layer in the double layer TBC determines the functional 
performance of the TBC. It was reported by Dai et al. in the case of APS 
deposited lanthanum zirconate/YSZ double layer TBCs that there is an optimum 
thickness of 150 μm YSZ, which resulted in the longest thermal cyclic life-time 
[100]. The thickness of the YSZ layer influences the fracture toughness of the 
double layer TBC system which would influence the thermal cyclic performance. 
However, the thermal conductivity of the TBC system is reduced due to the 
increased YSZ thickness as these new material are reported to have a lower 
thermal conductivity compared to YSZ [7]. It can thus be concluded that the 
thickness of each layer depends on the functional performance desired from the 
double layered TBC. 

Additionally, other than double layer TBCs, multi-layered TBCs with more than 
two ceramic layers have been investigated [15, 16, 101, 102]. In the multi-layered 
TBCs, each layer is assigned with a specific function. A schematic of a proposed 
GZ based triple layered TBC with the functionality of each layer is given in 
Figure.22. 

 

Figure 22: Schematic of a proposed triple layered gadolinium zirconate (GZ)/YSZ 
TBC 

The denser GZ layer on top is meant to provide CMAS resistance and erosion 
resistance. It was shown by Ramachandran et al. that a denser layer on top could 
help in lowering the erosion rate of the TBC [99]. Additionally, CMAS infiltrates 
the TBC through the porosity in the coating. A lower porosity content could thus 
lead to a lower CMAS infiltration. However, the denser layer on top could 
increase the thermal conductivity of the multi-layered TBC system due to the 
lower porosity content. A similar observation of rise in thermal conductivity due 
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to the presence of a denser layer in the SPS process deposited TBC was reported 
[15]. 
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6 Results 

The results obtained in this work are discussed in this section. Also, the results 
were correlated with the research questions and answers to these research 
questions are reported. 

6.1 Thermal Conductivity 

Thermal conductivity of the proposed multi-layered GZ/YSZ TBCs was 
measured and compared with the industry standard YSZ single layer TBC. It was 
observed that the GZ based multi-layered TBCs showed a lower thermal 
conductivity compared to YSZ single layer TBC in the entire test temperature 
range, as seen in Figure.23. The reason for such an observation can be attributed 
towards the higher number of oxygen vacancies in the GZ based TBCs compared 
to YSZ. GZ has approximately 33.33 mol% Gd2O3 whereas 8YSZ has 
approximately 4.5 mol% Y2O3. With a high number of oxygen vacancies in the 
crystal structure of the ceramic, the resulting phonon scattering strength will be 
high and thus result in low thermal conductivity [57, 83]. This theory explains the 
observed lower thermal conductivity of GZ based TBCs compared to YSZ. 

 

Figure 23: Thermal conductivity of the single layer YSZ and GZ based TBCs 

Research Question: 

Can we create a low thermal conductivity coating with this material (GZ) and this 
spray technique (SPS)? 

Answer to the research question: 
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Yes, low thermal conductivity TBCs compared to YSZ single layer TBC can be 
obtained using GZ based TBCs deposited by SPS. 

6.2 Thermal Cyclic Life 

In this work, the as sprayed TBCs were exposed to two different thermal cyclic 
test conditions and the results obtained are discussed. 

6.2.1 Thermo Cyclic Fatigue (TCF) Test 

In the long exposure time TCF test, the YSZ single layer TBCs showed a lower 
thermal cyclic fatigue lifetime compared to the GZ based multi-layered TBCs at 
both the test temperatures (1100°C and 1200°C), as seen in Figure.24. The 
reasons for such an observation are not clearly understood and it is assumed that 
the GZ based TBCs present a higher oxygen penetration resistance compared to 
YSZ [9]. A similar observation of improved thermal cyclic performance of 
GZ/YSZ double layer TBCs deposited by APS process was reported [14]. 

 

Figure 24: Thermo cyclic fatigue life of YSZ and GZ based multi-layered TBCs 

 

6.2.2 Burner Rig Test 

In the short exposure time burner rig test at 1300°C, the YSZ single layer TBC 
showed a lower thermal cyclic lifetime compared to the GZ based multi-layered 
TBCs, according to Figure.25. The reason for such an observation is not clearly 
understood and further investigations need to be made in this regard. A similar 
observation of improvement in thermal cyclic lifetime of APS process deposited 
GZ based TBCs in the burner rig test were reported elsewhere [10, 103]. 
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Figure 25: Burner rig test of YSZ single layer TBC and GZ based multilayered TBCs 

Research Question: 

Can we create a long lifetime coating using SPS and this material (GZ)? 

Answer to the research question: 

Yes, TBCs with improved thermal cyclic life compared to YSZ single layer TBC 
can be obtained using the GZ/YSZ multi-layered TBCs deposited by SPS. 

6.3 Isothermal Oxidation Characteristics 

In the isothermal oxidation test at 1150°C, the YSZ single layer TBCs showed a 
higher weight gain and higher TGO thickness compared to the GZ based TBCs, 
as seen in Figure.26. The reason for such an observation is assumed to be due to 
the higher oxygen penetration resistance of GZ based TBCs due to the presence 
of stable frenkel pair in the crystal structure (oxygen vacancy and interstitial 
oxygen ion) [90-91]. This frenkel pair is absent in YSZ. A similar observation of 
better oxygen penetration resistance of lanthanum zirconate compared to YSZ 
was reported [9].  

Research Question: 

What is the oxidation characteristics of the proposed coating design? 

Answer to the research question: 

GZ based TBCs showed a higher oxygen penetration resistance compared to YSZ 
single layer TBCs. 
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Figure 26: Weight gain of the YSZ single layer TBC and GZ/YSZ multi-layered TBCs 

6.4 Erosion Resistance 

In the erosion test, the GZ based TBCs showed a lower erosion resistance 
compared to the YSZ single layer TBC, according to Figure.27. The reason for 
such an observation could be due to the lower fracture toughness of the GZ 
compared to the YSZ [76]. A similar observation of lower erosion resistance of 
lanthanum zirconate compared to YSZ was observed elsewhere [99]. Also, the 
denser GZ layer in the triple layer TBC meant for improving the erosion 
resistance could slightly improve the erosion resistance compared to the double 
layer GZ/YSZ TBC.  

 

Figure 27: Erosion resistance of YSZ and GZ based TBCs in terms of second/mils 
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Research Question: 

What is the erosion resistance of the proposed coating design? 

Answer to the research question: 

The erosion resistance of GZ based TBCs is inferior to YSZ single layer TBC. 
Also, the coating design of triple layer TBC could not impart a significant 
improvement in erosion resistance compared to the GZ/YSZ double layer TBC. 
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7 Summary of Appended Papers 

Paper 1 - Thermal conductivity and thermal cyclic fatigue of multilayered 
Gd2Zr2O7/YSZ thermal barrier coatings processed by suspension plasma 
spray 

Abstract: In this work, single layer YSZ and GZ/YSZ based multi-layered TBCs 
were deposited by suspension plasma spray process. A columnar microstructure 
was achieved in the single layer YSZ and GZ/YSZ double layered TBC, which 
was one of the aim of this work as columnar microstructures improve the strain 
tolerance of the TBC. Additionally, a denser GZ layer was deposited in the case 
of triple layer TBC by altering the jet enthalpy and power of the spray process. 
The as sprayed TBCs were subjected to thermal cyclic fatigue test at 1100°C and 
1200°C. Also, the thermal conductivity of as sprayed TBCs was measured in the 
temperature range of 25°C to 1000°C. It was shown that the GZ based multi-
layered TBCs had a higher thermal cyclic life and lower thermal conductivity 
compared to YSZ single layer TBC at the test temperatures. 

Author’s contribution: As the main author, Satyapal Mahade performed the 
experimental characterization of the deposited TBCs, analysed the results, 
explained the reasons for the observed results and was responsible for writing the 
manuscript. 

Answers to the research question: This study was meant to address the two 
sub research questions related to thermal conductivity and thermal cyclic life of 
the proposed GZ based TBCs and YSZ single layer TBC. It was found that GZ 
is a suitable material for depositing lower thermal conductivity TBCs than the 
YSZ single layer TBCs. Also, the multi-layered GZ/YSZ TBCs can lead to 
increase in thermal cyclic life compared to the YSZ single layer TBCs. 

Paper 2 - Isothermal Oxidation Behavior of Gd2Zr2O7/YSZ Multilayered 
Thermal Barrier Coatings 

Abstract: The aim of this work was to evaluate the isothermal oxidation 
performance of single layer YSZ and GZ/YSZ based multilayered TBCs. GZ was 
chosen as the top layer in the case of multi-layered TBCs in order to improve the 
phase stability and CMAS attack resistance at higher temperatures. The purpose 
of selecting suspension plasma spray process was to obtain columnar 
microstructures which are believed to be more strain tolerant and improve the 
thermal cyclic life of TBCs. The as sprayed TBCs were subjected to isothermal 
oxidation test at 1150°C in air atmosphere for time intervals of 10 h, 50 h and 100 
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h. It was shown that the GZ based TBCs have a lower oxygen penetration 
compared to single layer YSZ according to the weight gain and SEM analysis 
(TGO thickness). 

Author’s contribution: As the main author, Satyapal Mahade performed the 
experimental characterization of the deposited TBCs, analysed the results, 
explained the possible reasons for the observed results and was responsible for 
writing the manuscript. 

Answers to the research question: The objective in this study was to address 
the third sub research question which aimed at comparing the oxygen penetration 
resistance of GZ based TBCs and YSZ single layer TBC. It was found that 
gadolinium zirconate (GZ) has a higher oxygen penetration resistance than the 
YSZ. 

Paper 3 - Functional performance of Gd2Zr2O7/YSZ multi-layered thermal 
barrier coatings deposited by suspension plasma spray 

Abstract: In this work, single layer YSZ and GZ/YSZ multi-layered TBCs were 
deposited using different set of spray parameters than those reported in the 
previous work to achieve coatings with different microstructure and functional 
characteristics. The objective of this work was to investigate the as sprayed TBCs 
for their thermal conductivity and thermal cyclic life at higher temperatures 
(>1200°C) and compare with YSZ single layer TBC. Thermal conductivity of the 
as sprayed TBCs was measured from 25°C to 1200°C. The as sprayed TBCs were 
subjected to burner rig test at 1300°C. It was shown that the GZ based TBCs had 
a lower thermal conductivity and higher thermal cyclic life compared to YSZ 
single layer TBC at all the test temperatures. 

Author’s contribution: As the main author, Satyapal Mahade performed the 
experimental characterization of the deposited TBCs except the burner rig test, 
analysed the results, explained the reasons for the observed results and was 
responsible for writing the manuscript. 

Answers to the research question: This study was meant to address the two 
sub research questions related to thermal conductivity and thermal cyclic life of 
the proposed TBCs. It was found that GZ has a lower thermal conductivity TBCs 
than the YSZ single layer TBCs in the temperature range of 25°C to 1190°C. Also, 
the multilayer GZ/YSZ TBC approach can lead to increase in thermal cyclic life 
compared to the YSZ single layer based TBCs at higher temperatures (1300°C). 

Paper 4 - Erosion Behavior of Gadolinium Zirconate/YSZ Multi-Layered 
Thermal Barrier Coatings Deposited by Suspension Plasma Spray 
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Abstract: In this work, single layer YSZ, double layer GZ/YSZ and triple layer 
GZdense/GZ/YSZ were deposited by SPS process. The intention behind 
depositing the denser GZ layer in the case of a triple layer TBC was to improve 
the erosion resistance. The primary objective of this study was to investigate the 
erosion performance of YSZ and GZ based TBCs. The as sprayed TBCs were 
subjected to erosion test at room temperature using alumina particles as the 
eroding media. It was shown that YSZ single layer TBC had a higher erosion 
resistance compared to GZ based multi-layered TBCs. Among the double and 
triple layer TBCs, triple layer TBC showed a slight improvement in the erosion 
resistance compared to the double layer TBC. 

Author’s contribution: As the main author, Satyapal Mahade performed the 
experimental characterization of the deposited TBCs except the erosion test, 
analysed the results, explained the reasons for the observed results and was 
responsible for writing the manuscript. 

Answers to the research question: This study addressed the last sub research 
question related to erosion performance of GZ based TBCs and YSZ single layer 
TBC. It was found that GZ based TBCs have a lower erosion resistance than the 
YSZ single layer TBC. 
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8 Conclusions 

In this work, it was demonstrated that it is possible to mimic the EB-PVD process 
by achieving a columnar microstructure in gadolinium zirconate (GZ)/YSZ 
double-layered TBCs using the suspension plasma spray process. It was also 
shown that a denser GZ layer in the case of triple layer TBC can be obtained by 
tailoring the process parameters such as higher median particle size of the solute 
and higher solid load content in the suspension along with higher jet enthalpy and 
power during the spraying. 

In terms of functional performance, it was shown that the composition of TBCs 
plays an important role in thermal conductivity of the TBCs. It was shown that a 
lower thermal conductivity in the TBC than the state of the art single layer 8YSZ 
can be achieved using the proposed GZ/YSZ multi-layered approach.  

It was also shown that thermal cyclic life can be improved compared to a single 
layer 8YSZ using a GZ/YSZ double-layered TBC approach. Further 
improvement in thermal cyclic life can be achieved using a triple layered approach 
with a denser GZ layer on top. However, there is a trade-off in thermal 
conductivity as a triple layer TBC has a higher thermal conductivity than a double 
TBC. 

Oxygen penetration resistance is dependent on the composition and crystal 
structure of the top coat of a TBC. It was shown that GZ based TBCs have a 
higher oxygen penetration resistance compared to the YSZ single layer TBC. 
Lower oxygen penetration delays the TGO growth and helps to enhance the TBC 
durability. 

In the erosion test, it was shown that the single layer 8YSZ had a higher erosion 
resistance compared to the GZ based multi-layered TBCs due to the lower 
fracture toughness of GZ compared to YSZ.  

In this work, it was shown that SPS is a promising production technique and that 
GZ is a promising material for TBCs in high temperature applications. 
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9 Future work 

This work was carried out in two stages. The first stage involved depositing the 
multi-layered TBCs using the SPS process. The second stage involved 
characterizing the TBCs for functional performance which included thermal 
conductivity measurement up to 1190°C, thermal cyclic fatigue (long cycle 
exposures and short cycle exposure) test at 1100, 1200 and 1300°C, erosion test 
at room temperature, and isothermal oxidation at 1150°C.  

The future work is also planned in two stages. The first stage would involve 
deposition of two new coating morphologies which include GZ+YSZ blended 
TBCs and chemically graded GZ/YSZ TBCs using the SPS process. The 
intention behind the proposed TBC architecture is to improve the erosion 
resistance and thermal cyclic life compared to the GZ/YSZ layered architecture.  

The second stage of the future work involves the characterization of the blended 
and graded TBCs by evaluating their thermal conductivity, thermal cyclic life, 
erosion performance of the blended and graded architectures. In addition to 
these, some more characterization tests, which have not been performed so far, 
are needed to validate the proposed coating architectures. For high temperature 
TBC applications (>1200°C), CMAS attack is believed to be a bigger threat to the 
longer durability of TBCs used in aero gas turbines. The as sprayed TBCs will be 
evaluated for CMAS attack using a burner rig to simulate the actual conditions 
encountered by the TBCs in service. Also, sintering resistance of the TBC is an 
important issue at high temperatures. The as sprayed TBCs will be subjected to 
annealing at high temperatures and changes in thermal conductivity will be 
measured to evaluate their sintering resistance. 

Porosity calculations made during this work have an uncertainty in the 
measurement as both the techniques (water intrusion and image analysis) used 
have drawbacks. Therefore, alternative techniques to measure porosities such as 
Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP), X-ray Scattering and Neutron Scattering 
are highly desirable. The future work is planned to involve porosity measurements 
using MIP. 
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Functional Performance of Gadolinium 
Zirconate/Yttria Stabilized Zirconia Multi-
Layered Thermal Barrier Coatings
Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are used in the hot sections of a gas turbine engine. 
The primary role of a TBC is to provide thermal insulation to the underlying metallic 
components and help them to operate at high temperatures. In terms of the engine 
performance, the thermal conductivity and thermal cyclic lifetime of the TBC is of prime 
importance. A low thermal conductivity and high thermal cyclic lifetime of a TBC is highly 
desirable as it can help in manufacturing efficient engines.
The focus of this work has been to develop TBCs which can provide low thermal 
conductivity and high thermal cyclic lifetime at high temperatures by suspension plasma 
spray process. It was demonstrated that using multi-layered TBCs of new ceramic material 
based compositions such as Gadolinium Zirconate as the top layer and Yttria Stabilised 
Zirconia as the intermediate layer can lower the thermal conductivity and improve the 
thermal cyclic lifetime of TBCs. Additionally, it was also shown that suspension plasma 
spray is a promising spray technique in producing the feasible columnar microstructure.
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